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A.S. Not Broke

·Bonds Not Over aid
Contrary to popular belief, the
Associated Student budget never
was in the red fall quarter
following the reported "overpayment" of the PUB bonds, according to the Vice President .for
Business and Management.
Fred Johns stated in a recent
interview that the PUB bonds
principle interest was paid infull rather than having some of
the payment come from a reserve fund at the bank.
· "The A.S. never was in the
hole,'' Johns commented. However, .they did have $9,600 less·
THE "FOG" about parking at Eastern will hopefully clear in the future. than they thought in their budget
The Campus Planning Committee is scheduling a public hearing about due to the full payment of the
considerations to close lots 10 and 15. Lot 3, pictured here, isn't finished bond interest. .
yet but is already about $16,000 over its estimated completion cost.
. "This was due to a clerical

Show-a lter Hall

Offices.on #he Move S0oo
By I:.ori Gruber
Staff Writer

A proposed plan to relocate the
offices in Showalter · is being
decided on for n~xt quarter.
"Basically, the idea is to put
the offices with the highest student contact on the first floor,''
said Ken Dolan; assistant to the
president. "To accomplish this

Winter
Election
.
Issues Varied
'

there will be a reorganization of
the offices presently located on
the first, second and third
floors."
The administration generally
agrees that a change needs to be
made. But many offices are
accustomed to their prt!sent
location and are reluctant to
move. Some administrators
question whether any newly
acquired space will be able to
accomodate the needs of that
particular office, and would prefer any advantage gained from a

the second floor, would move into
the Placement and Financial Aid
offices on the first floor.
Student Services, Budget,
Alumni and Provost offices would
be located on the second floor.
The President's office would remain on the second floor. ·
The Ulird floor would be occupied by the Business, Personnel and Placement offices.
The Auditorium will not be
relocated.
.
The plan is not final-the end
results could vary in any number
of ways and may not be accomplished until Fall '78.

error. Normally the $16,000
($9,600 from the A.S. and $6,400
from departmental budgets)
would have come out of the
reserve fund," Johns said.
·"Overpayment" Not RP.turned

According to the bond contract,
this "overpayment" cannot be
returned without changing the
contract. This will take 65 percent of the bond holders .
approval.
Even though the bond was paid
in full taking an unexpected
$9,600 from the A.S. budget, there
was still no need to be concerned,
according to William J. Shaw,
controller.
"They shouldn't have gotten
upset because they could have
taken the money 'from the con·
certs fund,'' Shaw said.
Concerts Fund Generating Money

The concerts fund for this year
was $35,325.94 and as of December the budget was down to
$32,768.20. But they had also
generated $4,155.72 from ticket
sales and other miscellaneous
sales that could (and will) be put
back into the concerts fund, Shaw
said.
According to .lohns, the Board
of Trustees only has control over
the total amount of the budget
· and not control over internal
transfers. This is controlled by
the A.S. government and therefore the transfer could be made
without approval of the BOT.

AFT Snit

Dismissal Denied

SLADE GORTON

Gerton Talk
Slated Monday
Washington
State Attorney
,
General Slade Gorton will be on
campus Jan. 30 t9 discuss new
trends in consumer protection
· and anti-trust matters.
Open to the public, the seminar
will begin at 2 p.m. in room 333
Kingston Hall.
While Gorton 's remarks will be
of special interest to government,
business · and pre-law students
seminar organizer Dr. John
Hulpke said that others might be
interested in hearing how Washington's consumer laws stack up
against those of other stat.es.
''Consumers here are protected
in ways they aren't elsewhere,"
Hulpke said. " Open dating on
perishables is one example."
Gorton will also elaborate on
articles in Eastern's Quarterly
Business Journal contributed by
the Spokane office of the State
Attorney General.

BOT Meets Tonight

Concert

'Uncle I' Explains His Joh
.

Al Ogdon--EWU's student disciplinary agent. Sounds awesQme,
especially to the dorm residents
here at Eastern, over whom he
has disciplinary jurisdiction. The
ulitmate consequences of unauthorized actions observed and
noted by any RA (resident advisor) as a violation of state law
is being sent to Ogdon.
Ogdon decides the consequences of such actions.
In reality, Al Ogdon is ari
incredibly colorful character. Incredible because of a man of his
position would seem disposed of
any distinctive characteristicsstrictly an authoritarian. But how
can you fear a man that keeps
four jars of candy on· his desk,
and above who's head hangs a
poster· of an adorable two year
old
proudly
proclaiming
"World's Greatest Grandfather"
the compliment soley intended
for Eastern's awesome disciplinary officer.
Images Perceived

Ogdon works through the office ·
of Student Services located in
Showalter. As part of his job he is
required to handle those students

KNOWN AS "Uncle Al to Kiddies Pal" to dorm residents, Student
Disciplinarian Al Ogdon talks about his job.

Speal<er Election

Leg. Deadlock Sfolls Vote
By Kathryn Korewick
Staff Writer

failed because both Dills and
Lueck declined to run. Lueck,
who is running this quarter, said
· The Assooiated Students Legishe did 't want the Legislature to
lature failed to elect a new
speaker for and speaker protem
be wi bout a speaker. pFo~tem
at its Monday afternoon meeting
should he be defeated. U Lueck
was r -elected speaker and lost
due to a 5-5 tie three times
his po. ition in the election, the
between speaker candidates Jennifer Boulanger and Jim Wallingspeak r pro-tern would assume
ford. On the fourth vote taken at
the job of speaker, leaving the
the end of the meeting, it was 5 to
office of speaker pro-tern empty.
4 in favor of Wallingford, but he
Bec~use of the deadlock, which
needed seven votes to win.
Lueck/ said he couldn't recall
Efforts to break the tie by
havin~ happened in the past, the
nominating legislators Mike Dills · Legisl ture recessed rather than
adjo ned until next Monday.
and current Speaker Zack Lueck
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rm sick clld tired of
spencli1g a fortll1e
on~ and records
and rm not Pl.I to
take It a)Y more!

. his graduate work, obtaining a
Master's degree in Guidance and
Counseling. He coached for five

who have violated the law, the

By Lori Gruber
Staff Writer

une of the reasons for the tiedeadlock is the present vacancy
.of five seats .in the Legislature.
Cliff Dick, Diane Perdue, Rod
Wheeland and Randy Zauhar,
citing discord within the legislature and distrust of the executive
branch, resigned their seats two
weeks ago. Position 14 is yacant
because legislator Kevin Kany.er
did not register this winter. Although Mark Nysether was seated Monday to replace Zauhar, he
did not participate in the voting
at the end of the meeti~g.
Position 9 will be held open
until the general election ~is
quarter, with the winner being
appointed to the seat. No one has
yet been nominated for Position
12 or 15, while applications may
still be filed for Position 14.
The next A.S. meeting will be
Monday at 3 p.m. in Dressler
Hall. The Legislature, in an effort
to get more student participation
and interest, has begun holding
their meetings in the various
dorms. Two dorm studehts, both
considering running for a seat,
were the only newcomers according to a check by The Easterner. Due to the pool games,
vacuum cleaners and general
main floor noise on Streeter Hall,
business was ·at times hard to·
understand over the din.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS

S•v• mo"•V o" your bra"d
"•me hard u1d soft len1 1upplles. Send fo r free illustr•ted catalog.
CONTACT LENS
SUPPLY CENTER
341 E. Camelbac:kPhoe"ix, Arlzo"a 85012

two biggies being consumption of
an alcoholic beverage by a minor
and the use of illegal drugs.

years, then, after counseling at a
Kennewiclt high school, he came
to Eastern to fill a position for a
vacationing member who never

"Somebody had to take on the
function and handle disciplinary
procedures. When that responsibility was given to me, I had to
think it out first-whether I wanted that kind of an image,'' Ogdon
said.
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"Believe It or not, I speak to
many students with problems
other than disciplinary."

"No one likes to be the bad guy,
but I thought about it and came to
the conclusion that if someone did
have to do it, I'd like that
somebody to be me."

returned, and Ogdon became a
permanent part of EWU.
"I love my job here at Eastern," Ogdon said, "and I can't
wait to get started in the morning!"

"My goal is to be fair and
consistent when issuing disciplinary action. I'm very possessive
about EWU students, I see
them as my students, and they're
the best-even the violators," said
Ogdon.

Ogdon's enthusiasm is sincere,
in over 17 years he has claimed
only one half day sick leave.
"I'm proud of EWU, and satisfied witb my position here. I
don't enjoy being a disciplinary
officer, it's not a delight-but I do
appreciate the fact that someone
has to do it," said Ogdon.

"The EWU campus has a
'gentleman's agreement' with
the various law agencies in the
area, including federal authorities. They allow us to take care of
our own affairs as long as it is in a
responsible and consistent fashion ."
·

Uncle Al

This gives EWU students an
advantage when in violation of
state laws pertaining to alcohol
and drugs.
Rather than requiring the student to appear in a civil court the
incident is handled through the
university. No record is kept and
the files do not leave Ogdon's
office.

Ogdon shares a partnership
with the liquor store located in
downtown Cheney, which provides ample material for eooci
jokes and also the acquired nickname of "Uncle Al."
After six years witq th~ liquor
store, Al is confident tpat it
doesn't conflict with his job. "I(
anything, I feel that my presence
there sometimes discourages potential violators."
"It's pretty old stuff, and probably one 'of the kinder things I've
been called,". Ogdon said ·in reference to his nickname "Uncle

Other duties

''Believe it or not,'' continued
Ogdon, "I speak to many students with problems other than

--------------

Al. "

Ogdon operates from a standpoint that most college students
are honest and that they will
respond with respect to this
attitude.
i\ violator who has been called
in has the option to either appear
in front of Ogdon or the Student
Disciplinary Committee, but 99.9
percent choose to discuss the
incident privately with Ogdon .
"When the student leaves, I
want to make sure that the end
results have been fair and that
both the student and I are satisfied with those results," said
Ogd~n. "I encourage the student
to appeal the decision if he feels
that he has not been treated
fairly."

'I'm very possessive about
E.W.U. students, they're
best•-even the violators."

the

those requiring disciplinary
action. I help many cut through
the "red tape" and help surface
alternatives for those with conflicts in school. This is all part of
the Services offered by this office."
· "I discuss personal as well as
school problems with a student,
and even council some boy-girl
relationships.' '
History of Ogdon

Ogdon has been at Eastern for
years. ,Although he has just
received his fifth title, his job has
remained basically the same. He
works at the University year
round, and resides here in
Cheney. He's raised six kids,
and has one grandchild.

" 1 feel that a personal conference is easier than giving a
testimony in front of a committee
through a long drawn out process
and much less nerve racking for
the student,'' suggested Ogdon.
Odgon sees an average of 150
violators a quarter. Fines are
paid through the business office
and deposited directly .into the
University General Fund.
Ogdon would prefer it if these
fines could be put into some kind
of short term student loan, but
this risks their accusation of
fining violators for that purpose.
Odgon is also involved with the
Cheney City Council and active in.
ipany community organizations.

17

EWU and Ogdon go way back.
He played football here, and has
graduated with a degree in Education, and returned later to do
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Archaeologist to Gi e
Pagan Temple Talk
The director of an 8,000 acre
archaeological excavation of the
, ancient seat of Roman government in Palestine will give an
illustrated talk about a pagan
shrine uncovered there.
Professor Robert J. Bull heads
the international consortium
which uncovered the Mithraeum
at Caesarea Maritima, a temple
to the God Mithra. According to
EWU History Prof. Frederick M.
Lauritsen, Mithra was a serious
competitor to Christ for a time.
Bull, who is an authority on
Biblical archeology, is scheduled .
to speak at noon in Kennedy
Auditorium Feb. 1.
· ·
Over 30 colleges and universities are involved in the site at
Caesarea, which was founded ·by
Herod the Great in 'J:l B.C. and
existed as a bustling Mediterranean seaport through Byzantine times, Lauritsen said.
·He added that participation by
EWU in t!le project would be a
first for the school and a good
way to expand interest and develop community ties.
"The sheer publicity value
alone, aside from the experience
for students and staff, would
make joining worthwhile,'' Lauritsen said. "It would be another
way of putting Eastern on the
international scene."
Expenses of a season's participation for a group of eight stu-

dents and faculty would
approxima tley $5,000, he aid.
Seasons last from four to ight
weeks.
. ''Almost any skill or ackground, from woodworking and
drafting to art history, wo d be
I
useful," Lauritsen said.
He said that no formal commitments to participation or otanization for gathering fina cial
support exist now, but inter steel
persons may contact him.

Wanrow to Discu
Women and-·Just ce

Yvonne Wanrow, a C .Iville
Indian woman and mother of
three children, awaits a d~ ision
by a state supreme court hearing
in Olympia on March 13 hich
will determine the course f the
rest of her life.
Ms. Wanrow was convict by
an all-white jury in Spok ne in
DORM RESIDENTS can now get permission to paint their rooms in a variety of pastel shades as a result of an
1973 of second degree murd! r and
agreement
between the Housing Office and the Physical Plant • Kevm
. rayIor p h ato
first . degree assault andl was
sentenced to twenty~five years
for the shooting of w· liam
Wessler and the assault on avid
Kelly. In 1977, the Supreme Court
reversed the conviction.
Dorm residents may now exuniversity on the conditions and
Only the walls may be painted,
Ms. Wanrow will be on c mpus
procedures
of the paint job.
no
ceilings,
brick.
woodwork,
an
option
to
paint
their
ercise
Wednesday, February 1,
in
Mmit
of
the
repainting has been
rooms, but there are a few
vi_~yl, etc. No murals or designs
Showalter Hall
at 11 a:m.
restrictions.
done in Mort ison Hall according
may be painted as a final project.
speaking on '' A Native Am rican
to housing personnel.
inOnce
the
work
is
finished
the
The
painting
project
was
Woman and the Criminal ustice
room must be inspected by the
"We have had about six rooms
itiated by the Housing Office and
System." A coffee ho~ will
dorm
director
and
Physical
Plant
painted
in Morrison," said Darthe
Physical
Plant
to
allow
follow the talk at noon in the
I
Zehner,
dorm director. ·
r
students
some
freedom
in
personnel.
·, .
Women's Center, 114 l\Jonroe
All equipment must be cleaned
decorating their room and also
If the paint job doesn't pass
Hall. Ms. Wanrow's talk i~ being
and
returned to the hall director
the
student
must
give
some
of
the
rooms
a
new
inspection,
co-sponsored by the ASCI , the
coat
of
paint.
either repaint or pay for any
within 36 hours after it is issued.
Black Student Union, the icano
The EWU Veterans' Program
Students are required to fill any
Plant
work
.done
by
Physical
have
a
The
dorm
residents
Student
Organization,
the
ative
has undergone several changes
holes
or cracks in the walls with
choice
of
about
ten
colors.
personnel
to
bring
the
job
up
to
American Indian Club, a d the
this year.
spackle
and sand it smooth when
approved standards, according to
All the materials including
Every veteran program is now . Women Students Action C uncil.
Hall.
dry. Physical Plant personnel
requ~ed by the federal Veterans'
There will be an inf~oation paint, brushes, masking tape,
must inspect this preparatory
The.
resident
of
the
room
must
etc.
are
provided
by
the
campus
table in
-PUB on
esday,
Administration to moniter the
work.
do
the
painting.
No
one
may
be
paint
shop.
AU
the
student
must
January 31 from 11 a .m. t 2 p.m.
progress of each veteran in his
Clean-up is relatively easy
hired to do the work and no work
and on Thursday, Feb~ary 2, do is furnish the labor to paint
classes.
since
a water-based, latex paint
exchange agreements can be
students will be selling it ms in and clean up any messes made in
At EY{V veterans areJequired
is used. Warm water is all that is
made.
the PUB to raise money or the µte process, according to Marito have their instructors fill out a
required
for cleaning up. paint.
The occupants of the room
anne Hall, Housing director. ·
Yvonne ~anrow Defense und.
Certificate of Progress testifying
that
is
still
wet.
pmst sign an agreement with the
that the veteran is doing satisfactory work in class. These
reports must be filled out each
month, according to Scotty
counselors workmg at the
Thornton, EWU Veterans' Pro- · "The most important t ing a
~omen's
Center this quarter.
woman can do is to be rue to
gram supervisor. -:.
•
Diane Allemand, who is on a six
"We are currently investi- herself,'' says Reverend ~arilyn
month practicum from the
Haney' of the United Chfch of
The ASEWU is now accepting
gating the possiblity of using a
graduate School of Social Work
Christ
in
Cheney.
Rer
erend
computer system to perform the
and Human Services is at the
application for EXCUTIVE ASSISTANT
Haney I who has recentlr been
S8Jlle function," Thornton said.
Center on Wednesdays from 9
ordained, said that she ~estleci
1
"Financial assistance from
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Karen Lerch,
the Veterans' Administration has with the idea of going ir to the
who is at the Center on WednesDeadline for applications is
ministry for twenty-five yr ars.
also changed this year,''
days from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
Reverend
Haney
is
no'Y.
availThornton said. "Each veteran is
Friday, Feb. 3, 1978 at 5:00p.m.
Sue Schaden, who is there on
able at the Women's CeEer on
eligible for a loan of up 'to $2,500.,,
Thursdays
from
11 a .m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesdays from 11 to 12: p.m.
The Veterans' Administration
are both from the Center for
and
on Thursday from 8 to 11 a.m.
has also increased financial
Psychological Services. Personal
For more information or to apply,
to help students and co,munity
assistance for tutors by 6.6 pergr.owth and academic counseling
women .with personal, s iritual, :;are available to both students and
come to the A.S. Offices ,
cent. If a veteran needs a tutor
and
career
counseling.
for a class, the government will
3rd Floor PUB, or call 359-2514
community residents at the WoReverend Haney is one of four
help the veteran pay for the
men's Center.
. services, depending on how much
the tutor charges.
While the federal government
has increased several veteran
benefits, it is also contemplating
C eney
cutting funds to operate the administration of veterans' programs. according to Thornton.
''Other schools have been
picking up the tab for administering their offices," he said. "I{
EWU was to take over our
7-10
funding now, we would have to
MONDA
cut back our.program."·
1
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ASEWU
{General Election Fe•. I, 1978J

SURVE.YQUESTION·INFORMATION
1. Currently every full time student pays $54 of their tuition for Services and Activities Fees. These fees are
designated by state law to be used for Student Services and Activities, (part time students pay a percentage based
on hours enrolled). Last summer the Board of Trustees adopted the recommendations of the administration requiring
$2.25 of S & A Fees per student to be used as an athletic admissions fee. -This money is designated to be used to
provide grants c'Overing tuition and fees for needy and non-needy athletes.
2. The Associated Students of Eastern Washington Un-iversity pay $20 per Bus per trip.

SURVEY QUESTIONS
-- Should S & A fees be used to finance grants for Eastern's athletes?
-- Are you in favor of continuing the current decimal _grading system? .
-- In order to institute Magic Bus runs every half hour on school days, would. you be willing to pay $.50 per ride?
-- Would you use late night runs (after 4 p.m.) of the Magic Bus into Spokane?
-- Would you .favor runs of the Magic Bus for night events, i.e. Athletics, movies, concerts, plays, etc?
-- Would you use such a service?
-- Would you like Eastern to have a yearbook?
-- How much would you be willing to pay for a 9Xl2, 272 page yearbook?
-- Where would you like to place your campus parking decal?
-- Where do you live?
-- What is your class standing?
I

/

'

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
The Associateo Student Government is recommending several changes in the student Constitution which shall be presented tq the
student body in the form of an amendment to the Constitution on this Winter Quarter's General Election, Wednesday, February 1,
1978. The changes that the amendment en com passes are:

1. Changes th~ official name of the Associated Students of Eastern WashingtQn State College to · Associated Students of
.Eastern Washington University, and all references to college arid State College.. .t9 University.
2. Provides the student legislature shall confirm all student election results and provides that the way each legislator
cast his vote on all legislator matters shall be done in an open and public manner.
3. With academic quarters splitti-ng months, it is not possible for the legislature to always meet twice a month as is
currently required. This is changed to once a month.
'
4. Provides for a coordinator to handle the business of the legislature during the summer Quarter.
5. Changes the election dates from Wednesday to Thursday to coincide with the issues of the Easterner. Moves
election -process two weeks later into the quarter.
6. Provides the St~dent Court hear all cases as fast as possible.
7. Provides for a distinction between regular budgets and supplemental budgets.
'

8. Amendments _to the con~titution require: a) at ·least 15 percent of the student body voting to validate and b) at least
2/ 3 of the students voting approve of the change.
9. Provides for the estab, ." ~hinent of the Office of Vice President and assign duties to whoever shall be elected.
10. Allows the µresident to veto bills and supplemental budgets subject to a 2/3 _override by the legislature.
11. All legislature vacancies shall be filled by direct election by the students.
12. Requires all student government officers to complete 6 credit hours per quarter.
13. Provides that the A·S·Pres., A·S· Vice Pres. and Speaker of the Legislature shall receive· a salary based on the following
formula: quarterly cost of in state tuition, room and board, based on double occupancy. The speaker and the President
shall receive $100 per quarter for expenses. Only the A·S· President shall receive a salary for summer quarter and he ·
shall now be required to be a student during the summer and fulfill all presidential duties
14. Requires Legislators to attend ·meetings.

YOTE: FEB ·lst
11M1i11hpage, Four 1111Ui1111i1ua1i1mt1ni1U1i11111u1111111111111111111111m111111111111111111~1111111111111111111111111
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Phone Office Relocates

1

The office of Telephone Services has recently moved from
Showalter Hall to the Physical
Plant.
The move was made to get the
services closer to the people who
work most with the phone repair.
Bryan Donnelly, new Telephone Service manager, says no
changes will be made in the
services on campus.
Donnelly replaces Lois Wilde,
who resigned last week.
Telephone Services was moved
from the Office of Campus Services under the direction of Leland Graese. Graese may be
contacted by calling Telephone
Services at 2300.
NEW DIRECTOR of Telephone Services, Brian Donnelly, checks over
the switching room jn Pierce ·Hall. Kevin Taylor photo
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A.S. Constitutioaal Amendments

Salaries, V.P., Veto Included
By Chuck St. John
News Editor

The Associated Students Gen. ,eral Election next Wednesday
will decide several issues other
than the five legislative positions
being voted on.
The most important of these is
a package proposal uf 24 amendments to the A.S. constitution.
Although the majority of the
proposed amendments could be
classified as "housekeeping"
type amendments there are a few
that deserve closer attention.
Some of the "housekeeping"
amendments include changing
all references of "college" or
"state college" to "university,,·
and changing the outdated names
of some committees to the new
ones.
The items of greater importance include giving the A.S.
President veto power over the
legislature, creation of an A.S.
Vice President, and an increased
salary for the A.S. President,
Speaker of the Legislature, and in
effect, cabinet officials.
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Veto Power

In an effort to placate the
Board of Trustees, the proposed
amendments would also give the
A.S. President veto power over
the legislature.
With this power the president
could veto any legislation or
supplemental budget requests.
The legislature would be able to
override the veto by a 2/3 majority.
According to some of the legislators the veto amendment is
designed to give the A.S. President more power to satisfy a
request from the Board for more
presidential powers.
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THURSOA Y 26-Lentil Soup, Tuna Noodle Casserole, Bo-

,
,
:

logna Sid Bowl, Bu. Com, Sid Bar.
FRIDAY 27-Veg. Soup, Corn Dogs, Macaroni & Cheese,
Ham Sid Bowl, Carrot Coins, Sid Bar.
SA TU RDA Y 28-Asst. Dry Cereals, Ralston, Hashbrowns,
Sotit and Hard Ckd Eggs, Bacon.
SU NOA Y 29-Asst. Dry Cereals, Cracked Wheat, Hashbrowns, Soft and Hard Ckd Eggs~ Link Sausage.
MONDAY 30-Split Pea Soup, Poor Boys with Corn Chips,
Tamales, Turkey Sid Bowl, Cut Green Beans, Sid Bar.
TUESDAY 31-Bean Chowder, Hot Dogs/Macaroni Sld;
Meat CasseTole, Chef's Sid Bowl, Bu. Peas, Salad Bar.
~EDNESDAY 1-Chicken Noodle Soup, Submarine Sandwich, Hamburger Pie, Shrimp Louie, Cr. Style Com.
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INSIDE SEAT ING

An accident, allegedly caused by an illegally parked car, was reported
Jan. in lot 9. According to the Campus Safety report, a pick-up truck
was leaving the lot and struck the car parked in an unmarked area. The
pick-up was damaged an estimated $175. The car was damaged an
estimated $50.
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MENU
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Double Whammy & Strom·boli

Polic·e Beat
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blaze.
Besides the new aquatics building, other projects are being considered. Dr. Loomis said a plan to
build a new maintenance shop is
in the exact same stages as
Phase 5. The school also hopes to
remodel and renovate Martin
Hall at an estimated cost of $2.5
million, according to Loomis.
He listed some minor renovation projects: A continuation of
the science buiJding " which is
funded'' and construction is plan. ned to begin this summer. The
upgrading will mainly be in the
photography area, including construction of some color studios
and darkrooms.
Another location to be improved in the science building is
in the animal service area for
ventilation. Throughout the building the ventilation will be improved to ''control the vapors and
. .
odors."
Th~re will also be the continuation of the utility service tunnel. A section just completed runs
from HPERA to the fine arts
complex. Another tunnel will run
from the front of the PUB to the
library and then turn up to the
science . building. The tunnels
carry the telephone wires, steam,
and electrical wires so they won't
hav~ to ru.o above ground.
The Physical Plant is working
to convert the systems and facilities to be more energy efficient.
According to Dr. Jack Leighton, HPERA Chairman, a member of the Council for Physical
Fitness toured Eastern's physical education facilities and was
particularly impressed with the
weightroom, calling it one of the
top ten in the United States.

~ Home ot the Famous

Several thefts were reported to Campus Safety in the past week.
A camera was stolen from the Hargreaves photography lab Jan. 17.
Several computer manuals were stolen from Kingston Hall room 117
between Jan. 18 and 19.
A tape recorder was reported stolen from a classroom after the owner
left momentarily on Jan. 12, according to Campus Safety reports.
A Schwinn bicycle was stolen from Louise Anderson Hall Jan. 22.
A red ~ackpack was reported stolen from a bookshelf in Tawanka
Commons.
A letterman's jacket was reported stolen from the fifth floor Morrison
lounge.

R.A. Posts Open,
Meeting Slated

1,

added to th a · athletic budget,
according to the legislator.
The proposed· amendments
would· also create the position of
A.S. Vice President to replace the
current Executive Assistant.
The advantage of having an
A.S. Vice President is that this
would be an elective office. The
Excutive Assistant is now appointed by the A.S. President.

the A.S. President was $2832 for
four quarters. This salary was
also based on a formula of college
expenses, but the cost of only
tuition and living expenses have
increased dramatically.
The salary of the Speaker of the
Legislature will also increase
according to the same formula as'
the president, to about $608 per
quarter from the current $500.
The proposed A.S. Vice President, who. would replace . the
current Executive Assistant,
would receive a salary based on
the same formula minus the
expense money.
Cabinet officers total salary
would not exceed one half that of
the president. This is no change
in the current system.
It may seem impossible that
A.S. salaries were higher several
years ago but according to a
former A.S. legislator of that
time, the A.S. was trying to show
the Board of Trustees how responsible the A.S. was and lowered its salaries.

If the amendm~nt passes, the
salaries for the A.S. President
would be increased from $500 per
quarter to $702, or $2,808 per
year.
The new salary would be based
upon a formula of quarterly
in-state tuition, double occupancy
room and board for a dorm
resident, and $100 for expenses.
The A.S. President is required
in the ·constitution to be on
campus functioning as the presi-

A general informational meeting for prospective resident assistants for the dorms will be held
Jan. 26 at 6:00 p.m. in Kennedy
Auditorium.
Applications are available in
the Housing Office. Application
deadline is Jan. 31.
Every applicant should plan on
attending this meeting or contact
the Housing Office.
Applicants must have at least a
2.5 grade average and be able to
relate well to people.
Each Applicant will be required to attend a week-end workshop
these will be held Feb. 10-12, Mar.
3-5 and April 7-9. One acade)llic
credit is available for the worksh~ps.

· The Board of Trustees conveniently took the excess funds and

dent for all four quarters, including summer.
In 1972-73 the yearly salary for

State funds for the construction.
of Eastern's new aquatics complex may be delayed for at least
another year.
Unless a special session of the
state legislature is unexpectedly
called by Gov. Ray, Eastern 's
request for $1,633,500 for the construction of the swimming complex will not be considered until
the 1979 legislative session.
"We had hoped there would be
a special session (of the legislature) in Feb. or March and our
needs could be considered theri,''
said Wayne Loomis, director of
the facilities and planning. "But,
according to the governor, there
won't be a special session so we'll
have to wait until the 1979 session."
Plans have been completed,
but bids cannot be let on the
project until the state grants the
needed funds, Loomis said.
The 2,000 square-foot complex
wil1 be located on the west end of
the Phase 2 building and will take
approximately 18 months to complete, Loomis said.
An Olympic-size pool with
three-and -fiv~-meter diving
boards, shower and locker facilities arid a spectator area will be
incorporated in the building,
Loomis said.
Swimming, lifesaving, water
safety and scuba diving will be
among the classes taught in the
Pool through the Physical Education department, Loomis said.
The building will also be open for
recreational and intramural act. ivities.
The aquatics complex will be
constructed to replace the pool
area in the old field.house which
was destroyed in an April 1977
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WHAT WILL COME NEXT?
The past years in this country have been unprecedented
in the history of the world. Upheavals - the magnitude
of which formerly ezhausted the energy of decades have emerged with an awesome air of finality in a few
shorit years, bringing to birth new forms, new shapes,
new concepts. Customs, deeply rooted ideologies, attitudes
well-anchored in tradition, have, in a few short years, been
controverted, rejected and overthrown. The American
prototype has been put to the wall and shot. The American ideology has been assassinated; and in the echoes of
that volley we have all heard the awakening cries of a
searching, thirsty generation.
Now we come to early 1978: a lull has settled over this
gen~ra'lion..... The cohesiveness among us which saw us
through many experiences collectively is gone. Tbe rallies
and demonstrations may have gotten us nowhere, but at
least we were together. Now, even that has vanished . We
are scattered; the mood is cold. There are no voices left,
no leaders, no causes.
The materialism of this age seems to have a way of
catching up with youth. Minds that were once full of lofty
ideologies and utopian dreams are now preoccupied with
materialistic endeavors.
Many people, having abandoned hope somewhere along
the line, will remain apathetic to happenings and nonhappenings alike, numb both to change and to the status
quo. Caught in the sweeping apathy of this age, their li£e
has already dried within them. Having little to ho:pe for,
they go to bed with the lingering of the TV in their ears
- dazed victims of the dim white light - blindly trudging from weekend to weekend.
Some, remembering their fathers, will straighten up,
tighten up and plunge on. Tomorrow's nine-to-five. The
cattle of humanity.
Others, intrigued by shadows, and more than shadows,
will wander more deeply into the abstract realms, employing the aids of drugs, occultism, and numerous other
things. Wrestling with darkness, they go on to an uncertain end.
Yet there will be some ... others who have embarked
on a search - an inward search. Probing deeply, they
have grown weary of life, of their own selves, and of the
mere repitition of life's pleasures. Driven strongly, they
feel there must be some sort of answer. Within them there
is a certain unexplainable hunger for reality. Within them
is the heartbeat of the search. These are those who are
drawn and pursued by they-know-not-what, yet they have
a feeling, an unknown awareness, that somehow the an·
swer lies deep wi,thin man himself. Within. They have a
sensation that the answer lies within. Somehow, somewhere within man there is the answer .. . but where? ...
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EDITORIAL
Still Alive and Well
The person who in the letter on page seven pronounced the
Easterner dead ~ay in fact be dead himself. According to the
registrar's office, no one by the name of Doug Sutch is enrol led at
Eastern. No "Sutch" name is listed in either of Spokane or Cheney
phone books. But whoever did write the letter has a few wrong
ideas.
Newsworthiness is judged by, among other things, the number
of people it affects. The fact that the A.S. spent $435 of student
funds for an i mpractical calendar is a newsworthy event. The
calendar was a frequent topic of discussion during the_first week
.
of clas~es this quarter and as indicated by "sound-off" not too
many people were pleased with the calendar.
The writer fails to explain what the "intellectual, political, or
moral" needs of the campus are, and it is doubtful he could
accurately do so. He ( or is it a she?) also fails to offer any
alternatives for subject matter in the Easterner but instead makes o
ridiculous claim that along with AS. our sole interest is in sex.
We have concluded that only a perverted mind could derive that
The Easterner has expressed an interest in sex in either of the first
two issues of this quarter (we're all virgins).
While we are not particularly turned on by AS. either, it is the
duty of the press to somehow keep bodies such as these
accountable for their actions.
Perhaps the writer is a freshman or just doesn't recall the
Easterner in the Fall of 1976. That quarter's paper ~ncluded such
things as pictures of the inside of an adult bookstore, interviews
with prostitutes, and a front-page picture of the editor: making a
hand gesture to his adversaries. It is exactly this kind of
sensationalism we will not print. Unfortunately, it is often said by
students that the Easterner that quarter was the best they'd read.
And as for the lost two paragraphs of Mr., Mrs., or Ms. Sutch's
letter, they are so far above or below our " levels of life," we
cannot comprehend them and therefore have no comment. --R.l. P.

.
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A.S. tries, but ...
What seemed at first to be a good idea has quickly become only
a nice try. The A .S. Legislature has made an attempt at getting
more students involvement by moving its Monday afternoon
meeting into the dorms. Although some people showed up to the
first leg. meeting held in a dorm (Morrison Hall, Jan. 16), the
second meeting was less successful. Only a few outsiders were
present at Monday's meeting in Streeter Hall--a meeting which
was hampered by noisy pooi balis and vacuum cleaners.
But perhaps the biggest problem with-ieg. meetings in dorms is
that they ignore the largest segment 6f the campus population-the commuters. Winter quarter enrollment figures show that
almost 60 percent of the students at EWU commute from Spokane.
In one A .S. election in the past a $100 prize was -offered to the
dorm with the highest number of voters. Along with meetings in
dorms, -it is these kind of things that lead one to believe that the
A.S. works more in favor of the on-campus students than the
commuters. While it is probably true that most of the students
active in EWU organizations and athletics liv_e on campus or in
Cheney, it is time the commuters are given some consideration in
how their service and activity fees are spent.
Now that the A.S. hos brought itself before the dorms it should
give equal time to the commuters. One possi.blility is Monday night
leg. meetings at one of EWU's facilities in Spokane. The chances of
success are slim but the commuters at least deserve the some
opportunity as the dorm residents.

This is Moulton's response to the cartoon on p~ge 7. (And the battle goes on.)

FACULTY FORUM

Keep Moving Cherley
Searching for the "inner
athlete" can change the way
we feel and live, and may
lead us into sports, dance, and
regular exercise. Because of
the increasing number ·of
people actively using the
campus facilities, I think that
many people i n the Cheney
area are seeking their own
"inner athlete."

One of the biggest chal.lenges currently facing campus
administrators is developing a
schedule which allows maximum use and supervision of
the physical education facilities so that everyone interested in sport and physical fitness
can be accomodated. A University goal is to encourage
and promote physical exercise
for everyone. There are few
towns the size of .Cheney,
Washington, that offer its citizens such fabulous physical
education and recreation opportunities· at the EWU facility
and those in the community.
The important thing is that an
unprecedented number of
Cheney and campus residents
are pursuing this advantage.
Currently we seem to be in the
thrall of an obsession with
physical fitness and people
have to come to the realization that they don't have to be
super athletes, or even be
interested in sports, to have a
healt~y and attractive body.
George Leonard, author of
the books, . Education and

Ecstacy, The Transformation,
and The Ultimate Athlete,
stated in the latter. book that
there is a strong and graceful
athlete that dwells in all of us.

Most of us want good health
and fitness because it gives us
the opportunity to live life to
its fullest. High-level wellness
not only includes physical
fitness, but efficient and joyful
use of our bodies in terms of
everyday activities ... an
awareness of the way we
walk, sit, stand, lift, run and
look. And it includes an intimate awareness of tension vs.
relaxation ... an acquaintanceship and harmonious relationship with the body musculature. The physically educated person, I like to think,
can be her or his own tension
controller and relaxation
coach.
We usually think of physical
fitness as muscular strength,
flexibility, muscular and cardio respiratory endurance, but
by far the most popular aspect
of fitness today is cardiorespiratory endurance, 1.e.,
fitness of the heart, lungs and
circulatory sytem. It is exciting·
to see so many students,
faculty and Cheney residents
engaging in vigorous activities such as running, cross
country skiing, bicycling and
brisk walking that get the
heart going. Studies appear
quite conclusive now that
exercise does indeed increase
the strength of the heart
muscle and its ability to pump
blood throughout the body. It
will, I feel, be a good thing
when the EWU swimming pool
is completed, for swimming is
considered by many to be the
best exercise, since it provides
all the cardio-vascular conditioning without the jolts and
strains that produce muscle
and joint injury.
Some of the large cities in
the east and south, according
to a recent Newsweek article,
are developing outdoor jogging and exercise preserves.
We could do that in Cheney-build a place where all people
to include the very young, the
atypical, as well as · senior

citizens, could safely exercise
in the ou t-of-d oors.
I also find it exciting that
though women have come
slowly and shyly to vigorous
exercise, the feminization of
fi tness has taken a pervasive
hold. Sport shop owners. report, for example, a mushrooming demand for women's
running shoes. A recent Ohio
State University study reported
that women are responding
very well to high intensity
training and do well in terms
of developing cardio-respiratory endurance. Many Cheney
and EWU women are beginning to make a positive difference in their lives.

C. Peggy Gazette
I believe the current fitness
explosion is indelibly embedding itself in Cheney. It
seems only yesterday that
Robert Hutchins, one of America's most well-known educators, set off a na.tional
·chuckle when he said, "When
I feel a desire to exercise, I lie
down until it go~s away."
Today, that attitude seems
downright un-American. Obviously people in Cheney are
not lying down, they are on
the move. Personally I sense
the coming of a "new person" ... persons who are discovering their inner athlete,
persons who hove a hot istic
(mind, body, spirit) approach
to life. Keep moving Cheney!
Make the exercise port of your
day a special celebration of
the self.
C. Peggy Gazette, Professor
Physical Education
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SOUND Off.

Magic Bu lacrease9?
..
What do you think of the plan under consideration

by the A.S. that woul

increase the Magic Bus

fare to 50' and add 5 r.uns?
Cindy Ochs, Junior/noncommuter, "I like the increased runs, but who can
afford the increase?

deal. "
Bill Munroe, Junior/commuter, "Any improvement in
services should be welcomed
by students. As to the price
increases, the riders are not
paying the costs at the moment--what's another dime?
It's certainly less than driving
yourself."

Dove Bosch, Junior/ Marketing, " When the price goes up
to approximate ly $8 week,
then the private auto w ill be
more economical. At $5 week,
one has no reason not to
ride."

Steve Dal y, Freshman/ commuter, "Ri , ing the bus makes
me sick."

Tom Domini, J unior/ nonco mmuter, " Cheap at a ny
price. "

Charlene Cook, Ju ni or/
commuter, "I pon' t like riding
the bus anyway, w ith this
increase I probably won't be
riding it at all."

could be used for educational foci ities
is also in ·error. Student funds or not
used for the building of acad mic

Athletes Shore
Dear Editor:
This letter is a reaction to Micheal
Turner's letter in the January 19th
Easterner. Mr. Turner needs to do more
research prior to putting his pen to
work. Few of the statements he made
are correct. It is called engaging your
mouth (in this case pen) before putting ·
your mind in gear.
Yes, the building was paid for with
tax funds, as are most educational
facilities. Student tuition funds were
not used for building the fieldhouse.
As for the .hours that the building is
open for recreational use, he was also
incorrect. The_ building is open from
6:30 to 8:00 a .m., noon, and 6 :30 until
11 :00 p.m. during the week plus
Saturday and Sunday. A little addition
shows e ight hours for recreation and
nine and one-ha lf hours for classes
and ath le tics during the week. That
does not e ve n include the 26 ho urs
tha t the bui lding is open for recreation
9 n w eeke nds. This appears to be
sha rin g the faci lities to us. If Mr. Turne r
had various hours, he would have
fou nd tha t the time reserved for
Varsity athletics have the greatest
number of parti cipa nts. From 2:00 to
3:30 p.m. baseba ll practice has 80
partic ipants, 3:30 to 5:00 track prac tice
has from 80 to 125 participants. The re
a re never more tha n 25 to 30 people in
the bui lding during recreatio nal hours
with the excepti on of noon.
Mr. Turner's sta temen't tha t sports
spe nd a he lluva lot of money that

'
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buildings and the total yearly at letic
budget is not large enough to con~truct
a building like the fieldhouse if iw-ere
allowed to accumulate over a
enty
year .period.' The yearly. cost o the
Easterner is about the same a the
football and basketball budgets ombined.
We further suggest that those ntel'ligent underpriviledged people Mr.
Turner referred to, visit the fin ncial
aid office at EWU. T~at office do s an
excellent job of assisting student .
The statement that . accuses the
intramural program of being i adequate due to lack of funding i also
false. Eastern has one of the best
intramural programs of any college c;>r
university in the northwest as ?etermined by.a rece nt Washington u r iversity study. That program prj vides
opportuniti es for e veryone to participate.
We suggest that Mr. Turner co

this concept of ath letic~.- lt is exactly
the same as advanced classes in art,
music, drama a nd s~ience in that it
provides an opportuni ty for high ly·
skilled people to develop in the area
of thei r in terests. It is unfortunate that
athletics are not f unded in the some
manner. Instead it myst exist in a crisis
situation from year to year.
Sincerely,
Roe A . Visser, Ron Cox,
Steve A Wilson.
and Mark Laitala

Dead Paper?
Dear Edito'r:
The level of life a campus has· is
reflected by the level of newspaper
put out on that campus. Theoretically,
that paper is meeting a need the
students have for ne wsworthy informotion.
I find it hard to be Ue ve that the level
expressed in th e Easterner reflects the
needs of the student body intellectualy, politica l ly, _or morally. If it does

-
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then this " body" has been dead for
years and should b e buried to stop the
putrefying smell.
It wou ld seem , if a person had no
other sou rce of information, that the
h ighest level of life represen ted by this
paper is inte rested solely_ in AS.
government, sex , and the hot con troversy of AS. calenda~. A page and a
ha lf given to this controversy does not
reflect the A .S. mentali ty as much as
the menta lity of a newspaper staff
seeking to foment con troversy in order
to cover up their dead a nd starving
souls.
I do not want to lay this charge of
death strictly at the door of the student
newspaper, for the student governmen t must surely, at this poin t,
concede death. In fact, the real dead
and starvi ng souls a re the mo uth piece
of the student body. This expression
seems to have no other goal in l ife
than money, sex, and position. Wha t Q
shame tha t the highest" image of li fe is
serving the lowest goals avolible (sic).
Doug Sutch
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FM 89.9's Spotlight

Garfunkel Makes His 'Mark'
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NOW SHOWING IN the EWU art Building Gallery is the work of Chris
Sublett, Associate Professor of the Art Department. Sublett has some
very innovative and original sculptures on display, most of them in .wood.
The exhibition is showing through February 17 in the Art Department
Gallery. Hours are from 8-5 p.m. Don Schwanz photo

Concert Committee
Hassles Frustrating

.

Continued from Page I
on a weekend isn't the problem,
"Heck, they're being offered to
us. We could have America on
February 19, The Grateful Dead
on February 24 or Santana on
March 10 or 11--but there's no
way with the Pavilion booked
with weekend athletic events." .
Because of the absence of
possible dates to stage a concert
that could "pay-off", the committee has to choose other bands
that could be scheduled into open
days. "We are secondary to the
athletic events--we have to work
around them", Malkoc said.
So, instead of bringing in a few
biggees to the Pavilion this
quarter, the CoJ;P.mittee is trying
to do something that will please
everyone.
" We're trying to get a large
variety·of shows in. That includes
smaller ones that are different
and one big one that will hopefu,ly appeal to everyone", said
Malkoc.
Among the smaller shows
planned this quarter are the
Thursday Night Specials, including on February 16, An Evening With andy Kaufmenn and
March 19th, The National
Lampoon Show. Both shows are
planned ior the PUB Multipurpose room. "We can hopefully
please a large percentage of the
students with -these smaller

. ·'

concerts", said Malkoc.
Other concerts the Committee
is working on are Steve Martin on
April 16, a French group,
Harmonium on May 5 and Ronnie .
Laws and George Benson later in
the quarter.
The A.S. Concert Committee
was formed last spring quarter
when a communication breakdown in SARB, (Student Activities Review Board) resulted in
the formation of a new entity.
The committee consists of four
students, coordinator, Malkoc,
Promotion and Publicity Director, Jay Conklin, Research and
Security Director, Dan Dagsaan
and Stage and Lighting Director,
Richard Creaver. Together,
these four people put-together the
concerts at Eastern.
Summing things up the
committee discussed the problems they have had this quarter.
''People can't bitch at us because
of lack of concerts", said Dan
Dagsaan. "We've had lots of good
concert opportunities.''
"Athletjcs are jqijt priority
materi~l at Eastern," added Jay
Conklin. "And it's something we
just have to deal with". Malkoc
added, ''But nex t quart er ....... .. "
The A.S. Concert Committee
hold meetings in PUB Room 3-C
every Friday at 2 p.m. The Public
is encouraged to come and give
some input to the members.

By Ray Spanjer
Entertainment Editor
Art Garfunkel always was the
pure half. He wasn't the one who
wrote the songs ... the one who
played the instruments ...or the
one that produced and arranged
the tunes. He may not have been
the brain behind the group, but he
was the one with the voice.
Now, the taller half, the slightly
balding man with the pure, soaring vocal cords has cut an album
called Watermark.
Watermark exhibits that pure
voice to an exacting degree. It
has been two years since Garfunkel's last album, Breakaway,
and Watermark was a year alone
in the making. It's a fantastic
work by a man with a talented
voice and a taste for the kind of
music that fits him well.
All but two of the songs on this
album are Jimmy Webb originals
and only two of the 12 songs were
written in 1977. But the songs fit
Garfunkel's voice and style like a
glove.
The only criticism one may
have is, the songs get to sounding
the same by the end of the album.
Starting out with Crying in My
Sleep, a modern MOR tune destined to be a hit, Garfunkel plays
that voice of his, and blends it
with the brilliant instrumentation

Promoters of a proposed follow-up to the Woodstock Music Festival of
the Late 60's are currently negotiating with four top musical groups to
headline Woodstock 1978, to be held in September near Fallsburgh, New
York .....The 1978 film version of Superman has been pulled from summer
release and moved to Christmas release by Warner Brothers .....Tom
Waits is composing songs for his featured role in Sylvester Stallone's
movie Paradise Alley ..... A team of sociologists from a local university
personally researched the Sex Pistols' gig in Atlanta, they came away
feeling that the audience was mostly mid-20 males, and not punk at all
except in spirit.. ... Four New York radio station's have banned Randy
Newman's song, Short People, as offensive ..... Doobie Brothers to appear
on two episodes of ABC's Wh~t·s Happening on January 28 and February
4 ..... Linda Ronstadt, Emmylou Harris and Dolly Parton album release is
set for spring .....National Lampoon is bringing its show to the campus of
Eastern on March 9th in the PUB. Tentative ticket price will be two bucks
for Eastern students.
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period (350-30 B.C.) the exhibit is
a fascinating overview of Egyptian culture.
Previously displayed this fall,
"Art of Ancient Egypt" is being
shown again as informative background for the Tutankhamun
exhibition.
The Seattle Art Museum will
show "Treasures of Tutankhamun" from July 15 to November 15 of 1978 at Flag Pavilion
in Seattle Center.

Webb tunes and the brilliant
instrumentation of a lot of talented guys.
Art Garfunkel's new album,
Watermark, will be presented on
KEWC-FM's Album Spotlight,
next Wednesday evening at 8
p.m.
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THE E~STERN Washington University l)epartment of Drama •s
presentation of Cactus Flower, a comedy by Abe Burrows directed by R.
Boyd Devin is starting its 3 week run tonight at 8 p.m. in the University

Theatre. The production is being presented every Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, thru February 11. Curtain time is 8 p.m. Shown are students
Don Clark [R] playing Igor Sullivan and Dave Bertis [L] in the role of Dr
Julian Winston.
·
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SOUNDTRACK FROM CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD
KIND: MUSIC COMPOSED AND
CONDUCTED BY JOHN WILLIAMS--Williams, who wrote

'the soundtrack music that made
the film "Star Wars" t~e exciting
film that it is, hits another homer
with the "Close Encounters"
Soundtrack. He unites his orchestra with eerie choral arrangements and surreally tight
herns to create a soundtrack that
fits the fantastic movie like a
glove. If it weren't for Williams'
brilliant scores, both " Star
Wars" and "Close Encounters"
probably wouldn't be the box
office attractions that they undisputedly are. Once you've seen the
movie, this album will most
likely be a must. This one gets an
A, easily.
Lynrd Skynrd occurred about the
same time this album was released. It's kind of ironic that this
is, by far, Skynrd's tightest and
best produced album. The sloppy,
hard-working rebels from the
south were finally molding themselves into some damn-good technical performers and recording
artists. Songs like, " What's Your
Name" and "That Smell" are
high points here, with late vocalist Ronnie Van Zant displaying
his coarse but strong vocal style.
MCA Records is planning on
changing the cover of this million-selling album because of the
flames that seem to surround the
group on it. According to MCA
it's less than tasteful. Most likely
this won't hurt sales, as Skynrd
aHicionados everywhere will
grab up the remaining albums
with the old cover, and because of
the great quality of the songs and
recording, the new one will keep
se_lling like it is now. This album
is a must for everyone that
knows, or wants to know what
" Rebel Boogie" was all about.
This one gets an A-
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QUEEN--The pretty powerrockers from England are back
in the limelight, this time with an
album full of hard-edged ·guitar
attacks and the overpowering
nasal twang of Freddie Mercury.
The album begins with a primitive ground-stomping, hand-clapping piece called "We Will Rock
You" and slides into a smooth,
lacy tune called "We Are The
Champions". Both songs may be
familiar to Eastern Students as
they are sprinkled liberally over
the PA System a.t Eastern Home
BB Games. News of the World is
possibly one of Queen's most
powerful albu~s as far as performance goes but it all gets lost
somewhere in the songs (which
are possibly the worst ever) .
"We Will Rock You" and "We
Are The Champions" is the Number Three song in the country and
the album itself is Number Two .
With statistics like that, these
bunch of guys from England
can't miss. Hoping for better-B

STREET SURVIVORS: LYNRD
SKYNRD--The last flight of

Seattle Exhibit Planned in
Preparation for Tut Show
The Seattle Art Museum i~
showing an Egyptian art collecttion to prepare Northwest viewers for next summer's exhibition
"Treasures of Tutankhamun".
The comprehensive will be shown
from January 26 through February 23 in the Parsons Gallery of
the Seattle Art Museum in Volunteer Park.
With pieces daUng from
Egypt's Prehistoric Period (before 3'J50 B.C.) through its Roman

of such artists as Jimmy Webb on
keyboards, Paul Desmond on
Alto Sax, Steven Bishop and
David Crosby on background
vocals and the famous Muscle
Shoals Rhythm Section filling in
with their instrumentation.
There are so many big names
on this album, filling in holes that
Garfunkel couldn't miss if he
wanted to.
On an old Sam Cooke song
entitled What a Wonderful World,
by Garfunkel, James Taylor and
Paul Simon join Art, both taking
their turns for solo parts and joining in harmony vocals. 'Wonderful World , written in 1959 is the
big one on the album, with such
artists as Hugh MCracken on
guitar and Ralph McDonald on
percussion, joining Garfunkel.
In a song called Mr. Shuck and
Jive, Garfunkel changes into a
night-club singer, complete with
acoustic bass and dancing piano.
He changes direction with She
Moved through the Fair, a song
with an Indian atmosphere. And
on the title cut Watermark Garfunkel and an acoustic guitar
solo, blend together in a soothing
ballad.
T~is album is a long a~aited
one and rightly so. On it Garfunkel is in pure form, his voice
working well with the Jimmy

-~
,.

Mime Artist Pleases Crowd
ceau, the entire field of Mime is
touched by these great performers.
Eastern Washington UniverMost mimes prefer to use
sity was blessed with a cultural
people as their subject matter.
event last Thursday, Jan, 19,
The things we do and the way we
when Don McLeod, one of the top
react are used as their basic
ranked mimes in the U.S., played
On stage a mime may
material.
to a capacity crowd at the PUB.
portray an embarassing moment
Lasting two hours, with a 15
or a time of vulnerability, without
minute intermission, Don's show
feeling embarassed or vulnerwas light and up-beat, providing
able. "I get a great deal of my
the audience with plenty of amusmaterial by simply watching
ing entertainment. Aside from a
people, and how they react to
few problems with sets and
different situations," McLeod
equipment (which he worked into
said.
the show without any noticeable
McLeod is considered one of
difficulty), the performance was
the
best mimes in the United
fast-paced and refreshingly difStates. He is renown for his
ferent.
spontaneity, which ·was evident
Using several varied settings,
during his performance here.
Don worked with musical acImprovisation is considered
companiment and without; alone
one of Don's best fortes, which
and with jazz dancer Macarena,
to create a great deal of imagery . showed during the period when
he asked the audience to suggest
and depth.
inanimate
objects to mime.
Some of the Mime-dance comBut what of the artist, Don
binations seemed a bit awkward ·
McLeod? What is tl)e man like?
at times, but theses two artists
are pioneers in melding these two
An average human being, he was
born in Alberta, Canada, and
disciplines and are continuing to
lived
there until he was five,
refine their act.
when his family finally moved to
Using Mime to make social
the
Mendocino County area,
comments is nothing new for
north of San Francisco. After
Don. Attending college and actgraduating
from high school,
ing school during the height of the
McLeod
moved
to San Diego to
Vietnam conflict, some of his
attend the United States Interfirst pieces spoke of his dislike for
national University.
.
violence and war.
In his second year of college,
Known as the art of silence,
McLeod
discovered Mime. A
Mime uses facial expressions,
storyteller
and actor since childgestures and movements of the
hod, he found an outlet for so
· body to tell the. story or convey
many
of the thing& he desired to
ideas and,concepts. The artist of
share. Today, at 29, Don says that
Mime uses few sets, for his body
he feels restless and unhappy if
describes the physical setting
not given the opportunity to work
and tells events as they unfold.
for a month or so.
Don McLeod is a student of the
McLeod also says he enjoys
fathers of Mime: Entiene .Decreative
writing, and has written
croux, Jean-Louis Barrault, and
many short stories, none of which
Marcel Marceau. These three
are published yet. PresenUy he is ·
men have more to do with the
development and popularization . working on a novel about some of
the things he has ·observed after
of Mime than any other men.
ten years of Mime. Don has also
Although Don has only recently
done
some work on TV includin~
received instruction from MarBy Scott Holman
Staff Writer

"Peter Marshall's Variety
Hour" .He is interested in TV's
acknowledgment of Mime to a
degree with CBS series ''Sheilds
and Yarnell", which features two
m1mes who pantomine robots.
"The media hasn't really accepted mime,'' McLeod said, and
the f~cts seem to bear him out.
Only one full-length film has been
made with Mime. Produced in
France in 1943, "Children of
Paradise'' featured Entienne Decroux and Jean-Louis Barrault in
a love story set in the 1800's. Only
a few short films by Marcel
Marceau augment the ranks of
mime in cinema.
"Mime requires a great deal of
both mental and physical control,
as certain parts of the body must
be isolated from the rest, so that
the movement is highlighted.
Discovering and controlling these
new muscles is very demanding.
Although many dancers have
tremendous control of their
bodies, few can make the change
to rigidity and exaggerated
motion of Mime," according to
Don.
Macarena, Don's jazz dancing
companion seems to agree. "I
know the techniques of Mime, but
I do not find myself comfortable
with the art,'' she said. Raised
near Los Angles and the daughter
of a Chilean Ambassador of the
United States, Macarena said she
does feel comfortable with dancing and singing. She spent a year
with the MGM Grand in Las
Vegas as lead dancer and solo
vocalist.
Perhaps some would think that
dancing aiid Mime don't go together, but they are derived from
the same stock, for both are arts
using the body to express ideas
and emotions. And in a time when
expression and communications
are bei~g taken over by metal
and energy, it is nice to find
something different.
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Jan. 26-Feb. 17
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ON CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
·••••
•••••
Movie: Claudine, PUB, 7 p.m.
·••••
Exhibition: SFCC Student Art Show, PUB Art Gallery 12-4 p.m.
:::::
Exhibition: Chris ~ublett's One Man Show, Art Department Gallery, 8-5

...•

::=

..

p.m.
··••
Show: Eastern Photography, Regional Photographers, John Rice, Art .....
•••••
Building, Room 128, 8-5 p.m.
·••••
Play: Cactus Flower, EWU Theatre, Thursday thru Saturday, 8 p.m. :••••
••••
Program: KEWC-F;M 89.9's Rock Monoliths, The Doors-LA Woman, 8 p.m. :::::
Dance:· Disco, PUB, 9:30-12:30 p.m.
·
.....
•••••
Movie: Horse in a Grey Flannel Suit, PUB, 2 p.m.
·••••·
Movie: Magnum Force, PUBS
·••••
, aturday-7 p.m., Sunday-2 ar:id 7 p.m. ··•••
Workshop: Jazz-A-Rama Music Festival Workshop, Pavillion, Saturday :::::
1-6 p.m·.
··•••
•••••
Concert: Jazz-A-Rama, Pavillion, 7 p.m.
··•••
Program: KEWC FM 89.9's Album Spotlight, Journey, 8 p.m. :::::
Recital: Michael Bulley, Faculty Organ Recital, Music Building Recital :::::
Hall, 8 p.m.
.....
.
Movie: Godf"ther, PUB, 7 p.m. FREE!
···•••
Program: KEWC FM 89.9's ALBUM SPOTLIGHT, Arthur Garfunkel's •••••
Wt
·••••
a ermarkB
, p.m.
·••••
Exhibit: Steve Dennis, Ceramics, PUB Art Gallery, 10-4 p.m. :::::·

.....

•••··
••:::
:::::
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•••::

••
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STUDENTS OF EASTERN were bombarded with a lot of fine
eniertainment last week, as many artists and performers invaded our
campus and displayed their talents to appreciative students. Starting at
the top~Don McLeod, Mime, brought his talents to the PUB Multipurpose
room on Thursday evening. A belly-dancer, [left] shows off her assets at
a Thursday Nooner in the PUB. James Lee Stanley performed his
original songs in a concert in the PUB on Monday evening. Below, the

dorms held a carnival in the PUB on Wednesday at Noon, complete with
kissing booth. And The Spokane Jazz Society played some hot-tunes in the
PUB on Tuesday evening.

···••
····•

OFF CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
Concert: Johnny Mathis, Spokane Opera House, 8 p.m.

····•
·••••
•••••

·••••
•••••
Play: The Sun~hine Boys, Spokane Civic Theatre, 8 p.m.
··•••
Recital: Clarinetist and Flutist perform music by Bach, Music Building •••••
··•••
Recital Hall, Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
·••••
•••••
Play: Angel Stree~ by the Interplayer's Ensemble, Fort Wright College :::::
Theatre, Thursday-7.: 15 p.m., Other Days..S: 15 p.m.
.
··•••
Concert: Music from the Court of Frederick the Great, Unitarian Church, ·••••
spokane 8:15 p.m.
·••••
··•••

····•

•••••
••••·

•••••
••••·

•

.·.

• • • • • • • • • t ' · · · · · · ··

BAR ENTERTAINMENT

•••••
•••••
.....
•••••

Cub Hayden
. ................................ ..... ........ .. ..... .. ... J .J's, Sheraton ::::•
•
Flash
.. .. ... . ...... . ... . .... ......... ..... ........ .. .... . ... . ........ . . ...... .. Goofy's .....
Voyage
...... .......... .. .... . ............ .... ... ..... ........... . ...... Henry Teal's •••••
··•••
Shyanne
........ ...... ............. .. ............... ...... . .... ... ... ... .. . .. .. . El Patio :::::
Breezy
............. . . .. ....... . ............... .. .......... .·...... .. ... . ....... Kon Tiki ··•••·
Primetime
................................. . ........ . .. .. . ·................... Creperie ·•••••
'""·
..
Lucky Pierre ..... . ................................. ....... ... .... ..... Washboard Willie's :··••,

..••.
.......
······ · ··············-·····~··················,····

•'

.•........
. . ,...............................
' .. .....
' .....,,.,......
.............'''~·.....,..••
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Skin 'Cats 66-58
Bury Viks 81-67
Two wins do not a season make
but the pair of victories the EWU
Eagles gained this weekend will
go a long way in determining how
long the season lasts.
Friday EWU used a strong first
half in subduing Central Washington 66-58 and Saturday night
had three players in double figures in an 81-f>7 win over Western.
The. wins boosted the Eagle's
record to 4-1 in the EvCo, good for
second place in the conference
behind Oregon Tec.h. Overall
EWU is 11-4.
Against Central, the Eagles
toyed with a two point lead much

Eagles SweepEvCo Pair
of the first half, trading leads
during the early going.
Eugene Glenn gave the Eagles
their biggest lead of the half,
hitting a free throw with five
minutes remaining. Glenn later
put the Eagles up by five when he
converted Paul Hungenburg's
steal for a 32-27 EWU lead.
Hungenburg moved the Eagles
to their biggest lead of the night
with a top of the key jumper with
0:02 on the clock.
An early surge put the Eagles
up by as many as eleven in the
second half but Central took
advantage of Eastern's poor

_Easterner ________________

shooting and closed to with in five
with six minutes left.
Both teams showed shades of
total incompetence at both ends
of the court, scoring just six
points in a four minute span.
Four of those six came from the
hand of Central's Greg Arlt and
helped bring his gang back into
contention.
With the Cats beginning to take
charge, Eagle coach Jerry
Krause opted to slow things down
a bit. Deliberate shot selection
turned the game back to· the
Eagles. Hungenburg hit a pair,
one coming on a fast break
started by the Eagles shot blocking.
Saturday night the Eagles estended their Special Events
Pavilion winning steak to 22, but
like the night before, things got a

lot harder before they got easier.
Both teams traded leads and
the visiting Vikings hung in there
until the last five minutes of the
half. With EWU leading 22-21,
four points by Jim Savage and a
pair of free throws by Rog~r
Boesel upped the Eagles margm.
EWU lead by eight at the half,
38-30.

Western, undefeated and all
alone in second place in the EvCo
standings coming into the
game, scored in a burst in the
early part of the second and
made a game out of it.
The night before it took a
collection of composure to turn
the tide of the game. Against the
Vikings, a barbarian stuff shot by
Vic White that nearly tore the rim
off the backboard got the Eagles
going.

Following White's cannonball,
the Eagles boomed to a 52-39 lead
and upped the margin to as much
as 19 later in the half.
The Eagles remain home for
~the next three weeks, playing
four EvCo games.
This Friday EWU will go after
number 23 at the Pavilion when
they entertain Northwest Conference member Whitman. The
Missionaries bring up the rear in
the Conference with a 1-5 league
mark and are 4-11 overall.
Saturday, it's back to EvCo
action when Oregon College
comes to town. OCE is 1-3 in
league and 7-5 overall and brings
the conference's top scorer and
second leading rebounder in Kip
Archambault to town.

Vandal Indoor

Spikers 'Look good'

I.

Snow doesn't make for the best
of running conditions so in order
to do what they do best on the
asphalt and cinder tracks in the
spring, a host of EWU track team
members have decided to move
indoors for the next few weeks.
A handful of men and two
women showed ''pretty good midwinter form" according to coach
Jerry Martin in the recently
completed 3rd Annual Vandal
Indoor meet.
George Hodges finished 3rd in
the long jump with a 22-8 leap.
Steve Kiesel added a second
place finish in the 600 yard run,
clocking a 1:10.89.
Rick Dahl, a member of the
Eagle Track Club and not eligible
for collegiate competition was
third in the 55 yard high hurdles.
Fellow Eagle Track club member Rick Teller leaped 6-10 in the
high jump.
Martin had additional praise
for the showing of the Eagle 2
mile relay. They finished 2nd to
the University of Washington·
with Dan Butler running the best
leg turning a 1 :53.3
Two members of the womens
track team performed well with
Lisa Sorrell placing third in the
300 meter dash while Carol
Ringen ran in the 1500 meter
event.
Upcoming on an abreviated

winter schedule is a big weekend
at the Portland Indoor this weekend.

Swimmers Home
EWU's men's and women's
swim teams competed in what
coach Eileen O'Donnell termed
"the most outstanding away
meet of the season," last weekend in Portland.
The mens team swept three
opponents, Portland Community
College, Mount Hood Community
and Highline Community and
were paced by the efforts of
Bernie Kingsley. Kingsley won
the 200 meter butterfly, 200 meter
backstroke and 200 meter freestyle.
For the w~en, who defeated
both Portland -and ~ol,lllt Hood
but lost to Highline, Bonnie
Sherar took a pair of firsts and
shared a win in the 200 meter
freestyle relay event.
Coach O'Donnel! had great
praise for the Eagle relay team.
"Our relay team- really made a
turnaround. At the beginning of
the season were swimming
2: 12.05 but last week trimmed
that to 1:56.0. I'm extreemly
proud."
Both men's and women's teams
are in action this Friday hosting
Central Washington and Whit_worth, 3 p.m. at Fairchild.

DID YOU KNOW

•

•

.

.

Robert's has racquetball racquets from $995
Seam co and Voit racquetballs from 2/$310
Nike All Court Tennis Shoes
$16 95
Wilson Sweat· Tops and Bottoms
$7'5
PLUS: Racquetball and handball gloves,
head and wrist bands, and athletic supporters.

l(/.~

EMIR HARDY (44] cuts loose from outside. in this
action against Central. With a pair of wins, 66-58

No one told the EWU Eagles
basketball team that their weekend trip was going to be easy and
now, with a pair of tough losses
behind them, no one needs to say
· more.
Friday night the Eagles, stung
by a steal and layin with less than
a halfminute remaining dropped
a 67-f>4 contest to Central. The
loss gave the Cats a 1-0 league
record and dropped the Eagles to
1-1. Saturday Eastern dropped a
61-50 non-leaguer to the highly
rated University of Washington.
"We just didn't play up to our
potential against Central," said
coach Bill Smithpeters. "We
made some pretty bad mistakes
and the turnovers were way out
of proportion."
The Eagles controlled the
boards by a wide margin but the

"Served in 15 minutes or we buy"
IJ 65

Mon: Grilled Ham & Cheese Sand.

l j 85

Tues~ T.una Melt Sand. w/soup
Wed. Chicken Ala King on a bed
of Rice 'l 611
Thur. Sliced Pork in Gravy over
Noodles '1 65
Fri. Fish & Chips and Chowder '1 85

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥.¥¥¥
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Smithpeters noted some kind of
progress over the year since the
two last met. "We lost by 14 on
our own court last year.''
Coming up the Eagles host
Montana State (Tonight-Jan. 26)
and travel to Moscow for a Big
Four matchup against Idaho.
"We defeated Montana by eight
in their holiday tournament.
They'll be a pretty good team,
though," said Smithpeters.
"They'll fast break and press."
Idaho represents this week's
true test. They come fresh from
an 80-60 win over Northwest
Nazarene that upped their season
mark to 4-1. Following the Eastern game, Idaho meets Central
the next day. The Vandals are 1-0
in league.

In and Out LUNCH SPE€1AlS

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

5021h First St.

high percentage shots just
wouldn't fall. "We passed bad
and had a poor night inside,"
Smithpeters added.
The Eagles ended . with three
players in double figures, led by
Becca Clark and Sue Karstetter
who split 30 points between them.
Becky Fate scored ten.
Mary Fyrer, who contributed
the steal and key points at the end
led the Cats and the game scorers
with 16 points.
Contrary to the poor night
exhibited by the Eagles in Ellens- ·
burg, the ~ls had a great day in
Seattle.
"We played very well," said
Smithpeters. "They're one of the
top teams in the northwest and
we stayed with them most of the
way. We were only down by six at
one point."
.

ELEGANT EGG .RESTAURANT!

NOTE: Present your current registration card and take
advantage of the 5% discount offered to students on all
purchases.

ROBERT'S SPORTS

over CWU and 81-f>7 over Western, EWU took over
second place in the conference.

Gals Drop Hoop Pair

Tube socks - Mulitple colors, gym shorts,
jump ropes, quench gum, Converse and
Nike sport shoes, billiard cues and accessories.
IN ADDl:rlON, WE . DO OUR OWN RESTRINGING,
QUICKLY A 1ND ·PROFESSIONALLY.

> ,. ,.~

.. Andrew Newing Photo
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Wrestlers 1 For 3 011 Or.egon Trip

Lackluster Pe.r formances.
.. , Hurt

Following a pair of lackluster
defeats this past weekend in
Oregon, the EWU wrestlers are
back on the road, hopefully better
off both physically and mentally.
In their jaunt into the Willammette country, Eastern dropped a weird one to Pacific., }6-14,
got out hustled in a 25-16 loss to
NCAA power San Francisco and
woke up to defeat Oregon College
30-14.

"We weren't at full force for
the meet, 11 commented coach
Stan Opp. "Our 118 and 177
pounders didn't make the trip."
"You know, it's hard to find
something good out of a weekend
like this but I think we did," Opp
added. "When we finally did get
going I think we found that with a
little hustle and drive, this team
will really be good."
That same hustle that they
found too late was an important
factor in the loss to Pacific. The
score, 16-14, was unusually low
for a wrestling match but the 126
pound class wrestlers from both
the Eagles and Boxers were
disqualified for stalling. Both
were awarded draws instead of
wins. "If we could have erased
that draw we would have won the
match," said Opp.
Eastern got a ''superior'' effort
from J~rry Wollen who decisioned Pacific's Rick Franklin 15-7
for one of the rare highlights of
the night.
EWU swept first and second
place finishes in every event
"I think overall we were better
team but we just didn't prove it,"
said Opp. "We didn't do what we
had to do. I think in another duel
meet situation, of course with the

right attitude we would win.'' The·
Eagles get some chance for a
little revenge in the Portland
State tournament as the Boxers
will be in attendance.
''On Saturday againt San Fran·
cisco we just got out hustled once
again," said Opp. "Our ·big let
down came after we led one
match 7--0 and lost on a pin, and
that seemed to swing the mornentum their way.''
Opp saw the need for a healthy
Jerry Lorten, EWU's All-American, as a big problem against the
Golden Gators. "We needed
Jerry healthy and he just wasn't
up to par. He didn't have the
energy to go strong.''
Once again Opp felt his Eagles
were the better team on the floor.
His thoughts were substantiated
when Oregon College defeated
San Francisco. OCE lost to the
Eagles later in the Saturday
match.
With a little pen talk to spur
them on, the Eagles opened up
against OCE. Rocky Outcalt got a
take down, Steve Busch a superior decision, 142 pounder Dave
Berry a pin and the Eagles went
on to route OCE.
· ''We woke up and showed
people what we could do," said
Opp. "We established confidence
in ourselves."
That new found confidence will
be well tested this weekend when
the Eagles head back to Oregon
for the Portland State tourna~

ment. Prior to that though EWU
stops· off in Seattle for a match
with the University of Washington.
"If we are free of injuries and
healthy we can beat the Huskies," said Opp.
Saturday, the Eagles draw in
tough against four NAIA schools,
Southern Oregon, Central Washington, Pacific and Puget Sound
University, three from the Pac-8,
Oregon State, Oregon and Wash-

State is the "cream of the crop"
according to Opp. The Beavers
are ranked 6th in the NCAA
Division I.
' 'This tournament will be a
good test for us,' ' Opp said. " A
chance to wrestle competition
like this is rare. 11

Hockey Club
Schedules
College Night
The Spokane Flames Hockey
Club will have an "all college
night" for their February 4 game
against Creston.
With presentation of a college
I.D . card, a person will be able to
purchase two tickets for the price
of one.
The- game agains1 Creston
promises to be an exciting one
too. Three of the past four matches have been sudden death overtime games. Spokane and Creston are currently fighting it out
for first place in the eastern
division of the Kootenay Junior
League.
The Flames team is made up of
entirely Spokane players, many
of whom attend local colleges.
Home games are played at the
Lilac City Ice Arena, Addison &
Francis in Spokane.

Television and Appliances
Sales and Service

c:!

IOWN & COUNJRY
tV, INC.

317 First Cheney

235-6122

Gymnasts.
Travel
EWU swept first and second ·
place finishes in every event
enroute to a 176.90 to 120.60 mens
gymnastics win over the University of Calgary. The Eagles get a
return engagement with the Canadian school when they travel
this weekend to the U of Calgary
Invitational.
Led by Jose Lovato and Nick
Van, the Eagles barely allowed
the visitors a place on the score
sheet. Lovato scored wins in the
All-Around, Floor Exercises,
Parallel and horizontal bars.
Lovato scored a 46.80 out of a
possible 60 points.
Van, undefeated so far against
both NAIC and NCAA schools
was second in the All-Around and
has a win in the valuting exercise. Van scored 37.70.
Steve Shumski topped teammate Curt Louhrs on the side
horse and on the still rings, Dave
Wyrick topped Shumski.
In the upcoming action in Calgary, the Eagles will be facing
familiar faces when they go
against Calgary and Eastern
Montana. The University of
Alberta will also be represented
but according to coach Jack
Benson "little is known about
their strength."
..
''Eastern Montana lO()ks to be
somewhat improved over the last
time we met. They have a couple
of new people out," Benson said.
Benson had hoped his squad
could come up with their best
team score of the year, in anticipation of national competition
. later this year.
"We wanted to try and hit 190
points but some of the guys were
sick," Benson added.
Both missing gymnasts, Bill
Zsigmondovics and Bill Jackson
are expected to be healthy this
weekend.
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Student pool tournaments are generally not considered earth-shaking
events here at Eastern--except of course, to campus pool sharks.
A couple dozen of these devotees of the game hunched around the tables
in the PUB Games Room Monday and Tuesday of this week, vying with
quiet ferocity to be the winner of this quarter's contest.
Though presenting diffident or amicable fronts to each oth~r,
opponents spent a lot of time between shots chain-smoking, shifting from
foot to foot, and restlessly chalking, gauging or otherwise primping their
cue-sticks, all the while watching the otneJ;" guys s.hots with an ~~Ide eve.
These people were out to win-out to win a match with bona fide pool
shark and trick shooter, Jack White, on January 31st in the Games Room.
The competition was almost exclusively male, only a couple of women
signed up for the contest, and the conversation in the room was pretty
sparse.
Laconic "Good shots" or "tough cuts" acting as counter-point to the
clacking of the ivory balls against one another as they caromed around
the pool tables.
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